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General Instructions :
(i) Write SI. Nos. of question correctly.

(ii) Visually challenged students need to answer Question No. 31(B) instead of map Question No. 31(A) in Part D.

(ii) Answer the questions according to the instructions given for the questions.

PART - A

I.     Answer the following questions in one word or one sentence each : (10 × 1 =10)

  (1)     What is numismatics?

  (2)     What is meant by Veda?

  (3)     Who was the founder of Hoysala kingdom?

  (4)     Which was the new religion introduced by Akbar?

  (5)     In which year did the coronation ceremony of Shivaji take place?

  (6)     Who was called the Tiger of Mysore?

  (7)     Who did queen Laxmi bai of Jhansi revolt against the British ?

  (8)     Who propounded the drain theory?

  (9)     Who was established the Arya Samaja?

  (10)   Who was famous as Netaji?

PART - B

II.     Answer any ten of the following questions in 2 words or 2 sentences each : (10 × 2 = 20)

  (11)   Mention any two names of India.

  (12)   Name any two sites of the Neolithic age.

  (13)   Which two political institutions assisted the king in the Administration during the vedic period ?

  (14)   Name any two architectural centres of Sathavahanas.

  (15)   Mention any two titles of Rajendra chola I.

  (16)   Who was the court poet of Vikramaditya VI ? Name his work.

  (17)   Who built Taj-Mahal ? Where is it ?

  (18)   Name any two Mathas established by Madhvacharya.

  (19)   Name any two trading centres of French in India.

  (20)   Name any two land revenue system introduced by British in India.

  (21)   Where was the only congress session presided by Gandhiji held and when ?

  (22)   Name any two important leaders of unification of Karnataka.
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PART - C

III.    Answer any six of the following questions in 15 to 20 sentences each : (6 × 5 = 30)

  (23) Write   a   note   on   the   importance   of   archaeological   sources   in reconstructing the history  
 of India.

  (24) Explain the town planning of Indus civilization.

  (25)   Discuss the life and teaching of Mahaveera.

  (26)   What were the measures taken by Ashoka for the spread Buddhism?

  (27)   Explain the achievements of Mahmud Gawan.

  (28)   Explain the life and teaching of Shankaracharya.

  (29)   Discuss the personality of Swamy Vivekananda.

  (30)   Write about the subsidiary Alliance and the doctrine of (apse.

PART - D

IV.    Answer the following questions as indicated :

  (31) (A) Mark any five of the following historical places on the outline map of India provided to you  
  and add on explanatory note on each marked place in 2 sentences.            (5 + 5 =10)

    (a) Harappa

    (b) Pataliputra

    (c) Kanchi

    (d) Halebeedu

    (e) Agra

    (f) Hampi

    (g) Bombay 

    (h) Meerut

(For Visually Challenged Students only)

  (31) (B) Answer the following questions in 30 to 40 sentences : (1 × 10 = 10)

    (i) Why is Gupta age called The Golden age' in Indian history?

OR

    (ii) Describe the achievements of Pulikeshi II

PART - E

V.    Answer any two of the following questions in 30 to 40 sentences each : (2 × 10 = 20)

  (32) Critically examine the administrative experiment of Muhammed - bin -Tughlaq

  (33) Describe the religion, literature and art and architecture of Vijayanagara period.

  (34) Sir M. Vishweshwaraiah is called the 'Maker of Modern Mysore' Explain.

  (35) Discuss the role of Gandhiji in Indian National Movements.

PART - F

VI.    (36) Match the following : (5 × 1 = 5)

    (1) Rajan King of kushana

    (2) Kujulakadphisis Lucky draw

    (3) Kuduvalai Head of the tribe
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    (4) Pampa Anubhava mantapa

    (5) Basaveshwara Adikavi

  (37) Arrange the following in chronological order : (5 × 1 = 5)

    (1) First Battle of Panipat

    (2) Unification of Karnataka

    (3) Subsidiary alliance

    (4) Accession of Kanishka

    (5) Battle of Takkolam

rr
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SOLUTIONS
As Per Scheme of Valuation 

(Issued by Department of PUE, Karnataka)

PART - A

I.

 1. The Study of Coins 1

 2. Knowledge 1

 3.  Sala   1

 4. Din -1 - ilahi 1

 5. 1674 CE  1

 6. Tipu Sultan 1

 7. British refused to recognize her adopted son 1

 8. Dadabhai Naoroji 1

 9. Swami Dayananda Saraswati 1

 10. Subhash Chandra Bose 1

PART - B

II. 

 11. Bharatavarsha, Bharata Khanda, Bharatha, Jambudweepa, Hindustan and India (Any Two) 1+1
 12. Maski, Raichur Doab, Cauvery basin, Bellar in Karnataka, Salem and Tirunelveli in Tamilnadu,  

Hyderabad and Karnul in Andhra Pradesh, Kathewar in Gujarat, Sindh and Baluchistan in Pakistan., 
etc (any two) 1+1

 13. Sabha and Samithi 1+1
 14. Amaravathi, Nagarjuna Konda, Karle, Nasik, Kanneri (any two ) 1+1
 15. Pandita Chola, Gangaikonda Chola and Kedarakond Deva (any two) 1+1
 16. Bilhana, Vikramanakadeva Charitam 1+1
 17. Shahjahan, Agra 1+1
 18. Sodey matha, Siruru matha, Kaniyuru matha, Pejawara matha, Palimaru matha, Adamaru matha, 

Krishnapura matha and Puttige matha (any two) 1+1
 19. Pondicherry, Surat, Chandranagore, Mahe, Karikal, Machalipattanam etc (any two) 
 20. Permanent Revenue settlement or Zamindari System, Ryotwari System, Mahalwari System
      (any two) 1+1
 21. Belgavi - 1924 CE 1+1

 22. Alur Venkatarao, Siddappa Kambli, Gudleppa Hallikere, R H Deshpande, Goruru Ramaswamy    
Iyengar, Srinivasarao Mangalavede, Kengal Hanumanthaiah, S. Nijalingappa (any two) 1+1

PART - C

III.

 23. Excavations - Monuments  - coins  -  Painting     -  Inscriptions  (detail explanation) 5

[Scheme of Valuation, 2019]
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  Detailed Answer :

  The archaeological sources played an important role in constructing or/and reconstructing the 
history of a region. The archaeological source of Indian history is only about two centuries old. The 
archaeological source enhanced our knowledge about our past and also provided important materials, 
which we could not have been obtained otherwise.

  Excavations

•	 Up	to	1920,	Indian	civilization	was	considered	to	have	begun	about	6th	century	B.C.	However,	the	
excavations at Mohenjodaro, Kalibangan, and Harappa prove its antiquity to be of 5,000 B.C.

•	 Prehistoric	artifacts	found	in	the	excavations	have	shown	that	human	activities	had	started	here	as	
early as about two million years ago.

  Monuments

•	 The	 temples	and	sculptures	display	an	architectural	and	artistic	history	of	 the	 Indians	 from	the	
Gupta period up-to recent times.

•	 During	the	Gupta	period,	the	large	caves	i.e.	Chaityas	and	Viharas	were	excavated	in	the	hills	of	
Western India.

•	 The	Kailasa	Temple	of	Ellora	and	Rathas	at	Mahabalipuram	have	been	carved	out	of	rocks	from	

outside.

  Paintings

•	 The	 archaeological	 discoveries	 of	 Black-and-Red	Ware,	 Painted	 Grey	Ware,	 Malwa,	 and	 Jorwe	
cultures have filled the chronological gaps as well as covered the geographical extent.

•	 Some	of	the	important	points	that	Archaeological	discoveries	display	are	−

    r Indians had domesticated sheep and goat and started agriculture about 8,000 years ago and Iron  
   metal came in regular use about 1,600 B.C.

    r The tradition of rock paintings in India is proved to be more than 12 thousand years old.

   Inscriptions

•	 The	inscriptions	are	the	most	important	and	reliable	sources	of	Indian	history.

•	 The	manuscripts	were	written	on	soft	materials	like	birch	bark,	palm	leaf,	paper	etc.	They	became	
fragile in a course of time and were frequently required to be copied and at the time of copying, 
some irrelevant additions were made and some errors tend to creep in. Therefore, they are not 
considered as a reliable source of information about history.

•	 The	Harappan seals depict the earliest system of writings, however, they could not be decoded yet.

•	 The	Ashokan	 inscriptions	are	 claimed	 to	be	 the	earliest	one	of	 the	 systems	of	writing.	Ashoka’s	
inscriptions are found written in four scripts.

•	 Kharoshthi script was used in Pakistan region, which is written from right to left and is evolved on 
the Varnamala (alphabet) system of the Indian languages.

•	 Brahmi script was used for the rest of the empire from Kalsi in the north in Uttaranchal up to Mysore 
in the south.Brahmi script was adopted by the rulers after Ashoka and continued for succeeding 
centuries.

•	 The	edicts	of	Ashoka	prove	that	he	(Ashoka)	was	a	benevolent	king	concerned	with	the	welfare	of	
not only his subjects, but also of the whole humanity.

•	 Pillar	inscription	of	Allahabad	describes	the	achievements	of	Samudragupta.

•	 The	Gwalior	inscription	of	Bhoja	also	gives	a	full	account	of	his	predecessors	and	their	achievements.

  Coins

•	 Coins	are	mostly	found	in	the	hoards	while	digging	field	or	constructing	a	building,	making	a	road,	
etc.
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•	 Earliest	coins	are	known	as	the	punch-marked	coins.	They	are	made	of	either	silver	or	copper.	In	
addition to this, some gold punch-marked coins were also found, but they are very rare and their 
authenticity is doubtful.

•	 The	punch-marked	coins	 that	bear	 (only)	 symbols	on	 them	are	 the	earliest	 coins	of	 India.	Each	
symbol is punched separately, which sometimes overlap the other.

•	 The	information	about	Saka-Parthians	kings	also	came	through	their	coins.

•	 The	Kushanas	issued	mostly	gold	coins	and	numerous	copper	coins,	which	are	found	in	most	parts	
of north India up to Bihar.

•	 The	Guptas	had	succeeded	Kushanas	 in	 the	 tradition	of	 imprinting	coins.	They	completely	had	
been Indianized their coinage.

•	 The	kings	are	portrayed	engaged	in	activities	like	hunting	a	lion	or	rhinoceros,	holding	a	bow	or	
battle-axes, playing a musical instrument, or performing Ashvamedha yajna.

 24. (1) Planned town planning  5

  (2)  Streets and lanes - street light

  (3) Scientific drainage system

  (4) Great Bath

  (5) Grannary

  (6) Building and forts and dock yard etc (detail explanation) [Scheme of Valuation, 2019]

  Detailed Answer :

  Town planning is the unique feature of Indus valley civilization. Their town planning proves that they 
lived a highly civilized and developed life. Indus people were the first to build planned cities with 
scientific drainage system. The Indus cities were built on a uniform plan. Some of the characteristic 
features of town planning in the civilisation are:

1. Streets : The streets were straight and cut each other at right angles. They were 13 to 34 feet wide 
and were well lined. The streets and roads divided the city into rectangular blocks. Archaeologists 
have discovered the lamp posts at intervals. This suggests the existence of street lights. Dustbins 
were also provided on the streets. These prove the presence of good municipal administration.

2. Drainage System : One of the most remarkable features of the Indus valley civilization is that the 
city was provided with an excellent closed drainage system. Each house had its own drainage and 
soak pit which was connected to the public drainage. Brick laid channels flowed through every 
street. They were covered and had manholes at intervals for cleaning and clearing purposes. Large 
brick culverts with corbelled roofs were constructed on the outskirts of the city to carry excess 
water. Thus Indus people had a perfect underground drainage system. No other contemporary 
civilization gave so much attention to cleanliness.

3. The Great Bath : The most striking feature in Mohenjodaro is the Great Bath. It consists of a large 
quadrangle. In the centre, there is a huge swimming pool (approximately 39 ft long, 23 ft wide and 
8ft deep) with the remains of galleries and rooms on all four sides. It has a flight of steps at either 
end and is fed by a well, situated in one of the adjoining rooms. The water was discharged by a 
huge drain with corbelled roof more than 6 ft in depth. The Great bath had 8 ft thick outer walls. 
This solid construction has successfully withstood the natural ravages for 5000 years. There were 
arrangements for hot water bath in some rooms.

4. Granaries : The largest building in Mohenjodaro is granary which is 45.71 m long and 15.23 m wide. 
In Harappa there are a series of brick platforms which formed the base for two rows of 6 granaries 
each. In the Southern part of Kalibangan brick platforms have also been found. These granaries 
safely stored the grains, which were probably collected as revenue or store houses to be used in 
emergencies.
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5. Buildings : People of Indus valley civilization built houses and other buildings by the side of roads. 
They built terraced houses of burnt bricks. Every house had two or more rooms. There were also 
more than one storied houses. The houses were designed around an inner courtyard and contained 
pillared halls, bath rooms, paved floors, kitchen, well etc. Besides residential quarters, elaborate 
structures have also been found. One of these buildings has got the biggest hall measuring 80 
ft. long and 80 ft. wide. It might have been a palace, or temple or hall for holding meetings. The 
workmen quarters are also found. There was an excellent system of water supply. There were public 
wells by the side of streets. Every big house had its own well. They also built a dockyard at Lothal.

 25. The life and teachings of Mahaveera. 5

  Born in 599 BCE - Kundagrama near Vaishali - Parents King Siddhartha and Queen Trishal Devi. Due 
to the sudden death of his parents he renounced worldly comforts including clothes - Vardamana 
attained enlightenment at Jrimbhikagrama in Bihar - Kaivalya - Jina - Nirvana at Pava at the age of 72 
in 527 BCE.

  Five Great vows - Sathya (Truth)

  Ahimsa (non Violence), Astheya (non Stealing) Aparigreha (Non possession of property more than 
required), Brahmacharya (Chastity) Three Jewels or Triratnas : 

  Right knowledge, Right Faith, Right Conduct (detail explanation)

 26. (1) Ashoka Visited Buddhist holy places spread of Buddhism 5

  (2) Built Monasteries

  (3) Buddha's doctrines were engraved on rocks, pillar, & walls

  (4) Appointed  Dharma  Mahamathras,   Yukthas,   Rajukas   to   Spread Dharma

  (5) Organized III Buddhist council at Pataliputra - 250 BCE

  (6) Sent Missionaries to foreign countries

  (7) Welfare measures [Scheme of Valuation, 2019]

  Detailed Answer :
  Ashoka has contributed many significant contributions to the spread of Buddhism.
  Some of his contributions are as follows:
  Architecture :

1. Ashoka built many stupas, viharas, Chaityas, pillars, capitals and also expand the process of 
inscription writing on rock edicts.

2. The SarnathPillar, inspired the use of back-to-back lions that is the Indian national emblem.
3. The pillars depict animals like lions, elephants, and lotuses and wheels which are all important 

symbols in Buddhism.
4.	 According	Buddhist’s	records,	Ashoka	collected	all	of	Gautam	Buddha’s	sarira	and	stored	them	in	

pagoda- shaped shrines before sending them to different parts of the world.
5. The Great stupa at Sanchi was built during his regime.
6. He built many caves: barabar caves, mahabodhi temple & Sanchi stupa, Dhamek stupa, Barhut 

stupa etc
7. The 24-spokes Ashoka-chakra, which has found its way into the Indian national flag.
8. The Lumbini Edict was erected when he visited the birthplace of the Buddha in the 20th year of his 

reign.
9. He also helped to developed viharas (intellectual hubs) such as the Nalanda and Taxila.

  Culture :
1. Third Buddhist council ( Patliputra) was held under his patronage where Tripitak, the Buddhist 

text Abhidhamma Pitaka was compiled and got a written form and it further helped in propagation 
of Buddhism.
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2. Simple local languages(like pali) & scripts(like kharosthi) were used for easy understanding of 
people.

3. Visit of her daughter (Sanghamitta) to Sri Lanka is celebrated as Unduvap Full Moon Poya Day ( in 
the month of December).

4. He appointed Dhamma Mahatmas to spread the message of Dhamma.

5. He led pilgrimages (Dhammayatra) to all the Buddhist sacred places, repaired old shrines, stupas 
and built new ones.

  Religion :

1. Ashoka promoted the Hinayana Buddhism.

2. He sent missionaries to countries as remote as Greece and Egypt; carried Buddhism to Sri Lanka, 
where it is still the major religion.

3. He also sent his son Mahendra and daughter Sanghamitra to Ceylon.

4. Ashoka's policy of Dhamma was inspired by Buddhism in which he asked his countrymen to give 
up hinsa (violence) and follow the path of ahimsa (non-violence).

5. Upheld the highest principles of Buddhism in his administration like secularism, tolerance for all 
sections, limiting the killings of animals for food.

6. He told visiting monks would not pressure others to convert,	but	would	just	simply	make	the	Buddha’s	
teachings available, allowing people to choose for themselves.

7. He maintained positive dialogue with people of other religions.

  Ashoka appointed religious officer in different province in order to help the people to follow pious 
life.

  Buddhism also helped Ashoka in expansion of his kingdom. He was good administrator great ruler of 
his	time,	king.	He	believed	in	welfare	of	all	people	of	the	society.	Without	King	Asoka’s	effort	to	spread	
Buddhism to neighbouring countries, the teachings of the Buddha would not have remained intact till 
now.

  Thus, in wide spread of Buddhism all over the Asia, King Ashoka played important rule.

 27. Mahmud Gawan (1463-1481 CE) 5

  He was appointed as a chief minister by Muhammad Shah III Achievements:

  (1)  Hubli, Belagavi and Goa region conquered from the Vijayanagara empire

  (2)  Treaty with the sultan of Malwa.

  (3)  Conquered Rajamahendri and Kondavidu regions of Orissa.

  (4)  Provinces increased from four to eight for the convenience of administrations. 'Tarafs'.

  (5)  Land was surveyed and the revenue was fixed.   The collection of revenue was only in cash.

  (6)  Madarasa at Bidar - 3000 manuscripts collected from all over the world, (detail explanation)

 28. Shankaracharya - Born at Kaladi in Kerala - 788 CE,  5

  Parents - Shivaguru & Aryamba Guru - Govinda Bhagavathapada

    -    Became a Sanyasi

    -    Was called Shanmatha Sthapanacharya

    -    Established 4 Muths 

  Philosophy : Adwaitha - Monoism -

    -    World is maya (Illusion) 

  He said ' Aham Brahmasmi

  Janana is essential to recognize truth & Salvation

  Titles - Saravajna & Jagadguru

  Wrote commentaries on Brahmasutra, Upanishad & Bhagavadgeeta
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  His Books - Viveka Chudamani,  Shivananda Lahari, Ananda Lahari,

  Soundarya Lahari, Bhaja Govindam.

 29. Vivekananda - Born on January 12th 1863at Calcutta 5

  Parents - Vishwanatha Datta & Bhuvaneshwari Devi, Narendranathadatta was his original name. 
Guru - Ramakrishna Paramahamsa

  Participated in the World Religious Conference - Chicago - 1893 

  Spread the messages of Hinduism 

  Established Vedanta Samaj, Ramkrishna Mission - 1897 

  Belived in unity of all religions Social service

  He said "awake, arise, stop not till the goal is reached" 

  He  was  called  patriotic  Saint of India - influenced  the  growth  of Nationalism 

  Published - Prabuddha Bharatha & Udhbhodana

 30. Subsidiary Alliance : Land Wellesley in 1798 - Expansion of British empire in India - was sits aim - 5

  (1) Conditions

  (2) Accepted Indian States - Nizam of Hyderabad, rulers of Mysore, Oudh,   Travancore,   Baroda,    
 Jaipura,   Jodhapura,    Bharathpura, Nagpura and Gwalior also signed the treaty.

  Doctrine of Lapse: - Lord Dal  Hosie introduced this policy - the ruler of protected state. Died without 
a natural heir - that state would pass on to the British empire-

  Annexed states: Satara, Jaipura - Jhansi - Sambalpura - Udaipura - etc., (Brief explanation)

[Scheme of Valuation, 2019]

  Detailed Answer :

  Subsidiary Alliance : The Subsidiary Alliance System was “Non-Intervention Policy” used by Lord 
Wellesley who was the Governor-General (1798-1805) to establish British Empire in India. According 
to this system, every ruler in India had to accept to pay a subsidy to the British for the maintenance of 
British army. In return, British would protect them from their enemies which gave British enormous 
expansion.It was firstly used by Lord Wellesley who effectively institutionalised the policy of “non-
intervention” which made the Nawab and Nizams subsidiary allies by signing almost 100 such treaties.

  Key points of the Subsidiary Alliance 

1.	 The	allies	of	Indian	state’s	ruler	were	compelled	to	accept	the	permanent	garrison	of	British	Army	
within their territories and to pay a subsidy for its maintenance.

2. The Indian ruler could not employ any European in their service without prior approval of British.

3. They could not negotiate with any other Indian rulers without consulting the Governor-General.

  Doctrine of Lapse was the pro-imperialist approach to expand the realm of British Kingdom in India. 
It was introduced by Dalhousie who was the Governor-General; it was used by him to annex the 
independent Indian States. It was basically, an idea to annex those states which have no heir means 
state have no heir they get lapsed the right of ruling and it will not reverted by adoption. Before 1818 
CE, East India Company was act as mere trader not as Sovereign ruler but after it they came with the 
ambition to control and rule the entire region of Indian State that was started with ‘Subsidiary Alliance’	
and now with ‘Doctrine of Lapse’.	These	policies	were	adopted	to	control	all	the	authority	of	state	and	
make it British dominion state. The main complication was started with those Indian state have no 
heir and according to the policy, the state have lost their ruling rights because of no heir.
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PART - D

IV.

31. A. (a) Harappa : It is one of the important sites of Indus civilization. It is on the banks of the river Ravi. 
It is now in Montegomary district of Western Punjab in Pakistan. Dayaram Sahani excavated this 
site in 1921. The great granary is an important building found here. 1

  (b) Pataliputra: It is presently called as Patna, the capital of Bihar state which is on the banks of the 
river Ganges. Pataliputra was the capital of the Magadha empire, the Mauryas and the Guptas. 1

  (c) Kanchi: (Kanchipuram). It is near Madras in Tamil Nadu. It was the capital of the Pallavas. The 
city is famous for many Shaiva and Vaishnava temples. The world famous Kamakshi temple is 
found here. 1

  (d) Halebeedu: It is in Hassan District its early name was Dorasamudra and it   was   the   capital   of   
the   Hoysalas.  The   Hoyslaeshwara  and Shantaleshwara temples are found here. 1

  (e) Agra: It is on the banks of river Yamuna in Uttar Pradesh. It was founded by Sikandar Lodhi. It 
became the capital of the Mughals. Taj Mahal is the most famous monument of Agra. 1

  (f) Hampi: It is situated on the banks of river Tungabhadra in Bellary District. It was the capital of the 
Vijayanagar Empire. Virupaksha temple, Vijayavittalaswamy  temple,  Stone chariot, etc.,  are  the 
magnificent monuments at Hampi. 1

  (g) Bombay: It is the capital of Maharashtra. It was the main settlement of the British on the west 
coast of India. The first session of the Indian National Congress was held here. 1

  (h) Meerut: It is in Uttar Pradesh and is near Delhi. It was an important centre of First war of Indian 
Independence.

Map not to scale
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For Visually Challenged Students
31.B.  I Guptas:  300-600 CE.  Golden Age:  Revival of Hindusim, Tolerant Buddhism, Jainism and others - 

Paramabhagavatha. Education: Universities - Takshashila, Nalanda, Ajantha and Saranatha, Education 
centres Pataliputra and Valllabhi. Puranas - Literature - Philosophy - Arithmetic - Astrology - Science 
etc.

  Literature: The Golden Age of Sanskrit literature - Navarathanas- Kalidasa. Malavikagnimithra, 
Vikramovarshiya, Shakunthala etc.,

  Important Scholars and their works.
  Science   and   Technology   :   Mathematics,   Astronomy,   Medicine   and Metallurgy.      Aryabhatta  

-  Brahmagupta  -  Charaka  -   Sushrutha  - Dhanwanthri etc. Art and Architecture : India temples - 
Mathura, Benaras, Patna, Udayagiri, Devgarh etc Buddha statues, Painting.

OR
  Pulikeshi II (609-642CE) - Greatest of the rulers of Chalukyas of Badami
	 	 •	 War	between	Pulakeshi	II	and	Mangalesha.
	 	 •	 Conquests:	Rashtrakutas	-	Kadambas	-	Mauryas	-	Alupas	-	Gangas.
	 	 •	 Wars	in	North	India	:	Lata	-	Malwa	-	Gurjaras,	Jayasimha	-	head	of	Gujarath	Branch.
	 	 •	 War	with	Harshavardhana	-	634	CE	:	War	on	the	banks	of	river	Narmada	-	Parameshwara.
	 	 •	 Wars	in	East:	Kosala	-	Kalinga	-	Vengimandala.
	 	 •	 Chalukya	-	Pallava	conflict	-	Hieuntasang	-	Titles	-	Persian	king		Khusru	II	(Brief	explanation)

PART - E

V.

32. Administrative experiments of Muhammad - bin - Tughalak : 10

  (1)  Increase of taxes in the Doab.

  (2)  Transfer of Capital (1327 CE)

  (3)  Token currency Reforms:

  (4)  Intelligent but lack of foresight - failure in administration.

  (5)  His   behavior   character,   and   debates   on   his   administration  - A mixture of opposites" (Brief 
explanation)

33. Religion, Literature, art and architecture of Vijayanagara period 10

  (1) Religion :  Protection of Hindu religion and Culture - Religious tolerance among Hindus, Jains, 
Muslims - The vachana movement -important religious centers - Hampi, Shringeri, Shrishaila, 
Madurai, Srikalahasti, Srirangam etc.    Religious festivals - Mahanavami, Deepavali, Holi etc.,

  (2) Education and Literature: Agraharas, Mathas and temples played an important role in imparting 
education. Dhulakshara - System of education.  Balabodhe  -  primary  education.   Sanskrit,  
Kannada, Telugu and other languages wee encouraged.

	 	 	 •			Kannada	poets	/	Scholars	and	literary	works.

	 	 	 •			Sanskrit	poets	/	Scholars	and	literary	works.

	 	 	 •			Telugu	poets	/	Scholars	and	literary	works.

   (3) Art and Architectures;  Vijayanagara rulers  encouraged  art  and Architecture.

	 	 	 •				Unique	features	of	Vijayanagara	style	of	architecture.

	 	 	 •	 	 	Temples	of	Vijayanagara	-	Virupaksha	temple,	Vijaya	Vittala	Swamy	temple,	Stone	chariot,	 
     Hajara Ramaswamy etc., Sculptures. Painting and fine Arts (Brief explanation)
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34. Sir M. Vishweshwaraiah (1861 - 1962)  10

  Architect and Maker of Modern Mysore 

  Birth : 1861

  Birth Place: Muddenahlli

  Father: Shrinivasa Shastri.

  Mother: Venkatalakshmamma

  Education: Primary education at Chikkaballapura. BA at Central College Bengaluru. Engineering at 
Pune.

  Chief Engineer of Mysore - Diwan of Mysore - all-round development

  (1) Administrative reforms: The number of members of Legislative Council was increased from 18 to 
24. Village Reforms Committees were established - plan for the development of Malnad Region.

  (2) Industrial Development: Industrialize or perish - Iron works - The Sandal oil Factors Shop 
- Chrome Tanning Factory -Metal Factor in Bengaluru - Small scale industries - The Mysore 
Chamber of Commerce and industry - Mysore Bank - 1913.

  (3) Educational Reforms: Compulsory primary education - scholarship -Female education - 
Engineering College at Bengaluru - Technical Institute at Mysore - An agricultural college at 
Hebbal - Mysore University - 1916 - Kannada Sahity Parishad - 1915.

  (4) His Other Achievements:  Construction of K.R.S. dam. Railway route: Mysore to Arasikere and 
Bowringpete to Kilar.

  (5) Relief works: The first World War - relief works by opening fair price shops - fixed selling prices.

  (6) Literary Works : 

  (7) Sir - title, Bharata Ratna - award. (Brief explanation)

35. Role of Gandhi in Indian National Movement 10

  III state 1919-47 Gandhian Era - Farmers - workers and other common peoples - introduced Satyagraha.

  (a) Champarana Sathyagraha - 1917

  (b) Ahmadabad Mill strike - 1918

  (c) Kheda Satyagraha-1918

  (d) Jallilanwala bagh - massacre - 1919

  (e) Khilafat Movement - non cooperation movement - 1920 -22

  (f) Civil disobedience movement - 1930-31

  (g) Round Table conference- 1930, 1931, 1932 

  (h) Poona agreement - 1932

  (i) Quit India Movement - 1942, Do or Die - Up to 10 Freedom

    Movement in India. [Scheme of Valuation, 2019]

  Detailed Answer :

  Mahatma Gandhi is perhaps the most widely recognized figure of the Indian Nationalist Movement 
for his role in leading non-violent civil uprisings. He first employed the non-violent approach in South 
Africa where he was serving as an expatriate lawyer. He was hurt and angry when he witnessed 
the discrimination and exploitation of coloured people under Whites rule. He organizes nonviolent 
protests in the country which gained him fame and support from the people of South Africa. 
Unforgettable is his services which gave us freedom, the same are enumerated below.
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•	 The Satyagraha Movement : One of his major achievements is in the year 1918 were the Champaran 
and Kheda agitations which are also called a movement against British landlords. The farmers and 
peasantry were forced to grow and cultivate Indigo and were even to force to sell them at fixed 
prices. Finally, these farmers pledged to Mahatma Gandhi which resulted in non-violent protest. 
Wherein Gandhiji won the battle. Kheda, in the year 1918 was hit by floods and farmers wanted 
relief from tax. Using non-cooperation as his main weapon Gandhiji used it in pledging the farmers 
for nonpayment of taxes.

•	 Khilafat Movement : Gandhiji in the year 1919 approached Muslims, as he found the position of 
Congress was quite weak and unstable. Khilafat Movement is all about the worldwide protest against 
the status of Caliph by Muslims. Finally, Mahatma Gandhi had an All India Muslim Conference and 
became the main person for the event. This movement supported Muslims to a great extent and the 
success of this movement made him the national leader and facilitated his strong position in the 
Congress party. Khilafat movement collapsed badly in 1922 and throughout their journey, Gandhiji 
fought against communalism, but the gap between Hindus and Muslims widened.

•	 The Non-Cooperation Movement : The first of the Gandhi-led movements was the Non-
Cooperation Movement lasting from September 1920 until February 1922. Gandhi, during this 
movement, believed that the British were only successful in maintaining control because the Indians 
were cooperative. If the residents of a country stop cooperating with the British, then the minority 
Britishers would be forced to give up. The movement gained popularity, and soon, millions of 
people were boycotting British-run or cooperative establishments. This meant that people left their 
jobs, removed their children from schools, and avoided government offices. The name Mahatma 
Gandhi became popular.

•	 The Dandi March, Civil Disobedience, and Salt Satyagraha : The abrupt ending of the Non-
Cooperation Movement did nothing to stop the quest for independence. On March 12, 1930, 
protesters took part in the Dandi March, a campaign designed to resist taxes and protest the 
British monopoly on salt. Gandhi began the 24-day, 240-mile march with 79 followers and ended 
with thousands. When the protesters reached the coastal town of Dandi, they produced salt from 
saltwater without paying the British tax. This act was accompanied by civil disobedience across the 
country. The Dandi group continued moving south along the coast, producing salt along the way.

•	 The Quit India Movement : The Quit India Movement began on August 8, 1942, during World War 
II. The India Congress Committee, under the urging of Gandhi, called for a mass British withdrawal 
and Gandhi made a “Do or Die” speech. British officials acted immediately and arrested nearly 
every member of the Indian National Congress party. England, with a new Prime Minister, offered 
some concessions to the Indian demands such as the right to make independent Provincial 
constitutions,to be granted after the war; they were not accepted.

PART - F

VI. (1) Rajan Head of the tribe 1
36  (2) Kujulakadphisis King of Kushana 1
  (3) Kuduvalai  Lucky draw 1
  (4) Pampa Adikavi 1
  (5) Basaveshwara Anubhava Mantapa 1

Chronological order
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37. (1) Accession of Kanishka

  (2) Battle of Takkolam

  (3) First Battle of Panipat

  (4) Subsidiary alliance

  (5) Unification of Karnataka.
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